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Students facing
pregnancy have options
Samantha MacConnell
MUM a n i ; DAIIV

For most, college is the time to acquire a higher
education, make life-long friends, discover oneself
and date ditferent people while obtaining a degree.
Hut sometimes life can take an unexpected turn and
for some female students, this can mean pregnancy.
The ('al Holy Health CTmter offers help to stu
dents who are pregnant, or suspect that they may be
pregnant, including free and confidential consulta
tions to help them weigh their options and find the
right otf-campus resource.
“They don’t have to choose exactly which op
tion because obviously pregnancy is a big deal,” said
Mischa Davies, a psychology senior and the Fiducational Resources on Sexuality (EKC')S) team coor
dinator at the 1lealth CTmter.
“We don't refer them to any specific place," she
continued. “ That is for them to c hoose.”
HUl.SFi, which stands for Heers, Understand
ing, l.istemng. Speaking, F-ducating, consists of
three teams in the Health Uenter; HF.AT,Tl.(; and
FKOS. These teams are made up of students in all
majors ready to provide information and support to
students about a variety of health concerns.
EKOS covers a plethora of topics concerning
sexuality, including information on abstinence and
contraception methods. It also provides free con
doms, lubricants and latex dental dams to students.
Additionally, students can obtain information
about sexually transmitted infections, relationship

issues and communication between partners.
A student in this situation can expect to be asked
questions about her use of contraceptives, feelings
about pregnancy, partner history, support from a
partner or family and personal morals.
“You can’t push your own beliefs on them, es
pecially since it’s such a hard thing being pregnant,”
said Davies. “It’s definitely important to see what
they want to do and what is viable for them de
pending on their situation.”
EROS presents the options the pregnant student
has —whether to continue with or terminate the
pregnancy in the event of birth, whether to keep
the baby or put it up for adoption.
“ It’s definitely better that they don’t have some
negative inHuence on them and push you in the
wrong ilirection because all three of these tiptions
can have psychological effects if you don’t feel right
with it,” 1)avies said.
Fhe f lealth (Tmter, located in building 27 next
to the Recreation (Tmter, is a good starting point
for students with pregnancy or sexual health con
cerns. Services include pregnancy tests. Hap tests,
sexually transmitted infection tests and pelvic ex
ams. Tests will be performed by a female doctor
upon request.
The Health CTmter does not make referrals but
It provides students the information about ditferent
clinics and the services they provide. It also offers
resources for abortion or post-abortion counseling,
prenatal services, sexual health and adoption.
“We feel that that is a personal choice, so we

don’t take a position one way
or another, unless it’s a health
¡iü g ^ g n a n e ]ÿ 5
issue,” Director of Health Edu
cation Rojean York-1 )ominguez
said. “Different values, ditferent
family systems, ditferent life
styles, career goals and differ
ent types of relationships all factor in
/ f ^
when looking at a pregnancy.”
E O (' Health Services, located
> HEALTH CENTER
on (irand Avenue near campus, is
Bldg. 27
one of the many clinics in San
Luis Obispo that offers students
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Poly anti-hazing
advocates honored
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Internationally-acclaimed architect
kicks off winter lecture series
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World-renowned for his contem
porary and environmental designs.
New York architect Joel Sanders will
kick off the first lecture of the Cxillege of Architecture and Envirtsnmental Designs winter Hearst Lec
ture Series Friday.
Sanders, of Joel Sanders Architects
is an associate professor atYile Uni
versity School of Architecture and
has completed numerous residential,
commercial and interior design pmjects with sustainable environmental
design firms.
The lecture is meant to inform
students about the development of
innovative books and articles on in
ternational postmodern culture, Phil
lips said. It will also delve into the
value of architectural a*search and
design.
“Sanders always engages conver
sation in regards to his stylish and exsee Architect, page 2
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The Access house is one of Joel Sander’s many designs. Meant to be
a beach house, the design was part of a Washington D.C. exhibition
titled “Picture this: Windows of the American home.”

In the wake of controversy sur
rounding Cal Holy’s greek system,
three students in fraternities have re
cently been awarded for their antihazmg efforts.
Social sciences senior Jacob Lo
pez, materials engineering junior
Andrew Righter and soil science
senior 1)aniel Kim h.we all been of
ficially recognized by hazingprevention.org for the actions they have
taken to eliminate hazing from their
respective fraternities.
Hazing^srevention.org is a non
profit organization that seeks to
educate people about what hazing
is and provide resources to help
change the hazing culture within
groups. Every year, the Hank Nuwer Anti-Hazing Hero Award is given
to individuals who have gone above
and beyond in their efforts to com

bat hazing. The organization de
fines hazing as any action taken, or
situation intentionally created, that
causes embarrassment, harassment
or ridicule. This year, all six recipi
ents were affiliated with greek life.
Cal Poly alumnus Adrian Her
rera who won an anti-hazing hero
award in 2(K)8, nominated his Tau
Kappa Epsilon fraternity brothers
Lopez and Righter for the award in
2009.
Lopez pledged Tau Kappa Epsi
lon in the spring of 2(K)6. As a new
member, he did not like the way his
pledge class was treated.
“When 1joined, there was a haz
ing new member process,” Lopez
said. “It focused primarily on calis
thenics. 1 would say it was similar to
boot camp.”
During Lopez’s second year,
Herrera convinced him that haz
ing misrepresented the values of the
see Hazing, page 2
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and know the process of being a
building practitioner,” Phillips said.
" I he best lecturers know how to
continued from page I
relate to students and Sanders is one
tivnK'ly prcstMit contemporary piec of them .”
Sanders architectural designs
es," Stephen I’hillips, series director
.iiid C^il I’oly .issistant professor of' h,ive won him recognition in con
temporary design, and the ability to
design, said.
Sanders is featured in interna recognize what is important when
tional exhibits, including "(,'ilanunir" studying architectural design, Phil
at the San Francisco Museiiin of lips added.
Architecture department head
Modern Art,“New Hotels for (!lobI
lenri
de I lahan said the Flearst
al Demands” at the (xHiper-flewitt
National Design Museum, "Mieiial l ecture series, established al'u>ut fif
de S,io Paulo” in Sao Paulo, lirazil, teen years ago, is made possible by
and "Unprivate House” at New grants from the Hearst Founciition.
"Students need to know what’s
York’s Museum of Modern Art.
"It's not easy to run a successful happening in the outside world along
architecture firm, have experience with always thinking and building

knowledge to create a model of life,”
he said. "1 he lecture series enables
our students to think this w,iy.”
Fhe architecture program has
recently been ranked number three
in the 2(KD edition of America’s
Hest Architecture A 1)esign Schools,
placing C'al Poly just above C\)rnell
University and Virgina Polytechnic
Institute.
“Along with our intellectual
sclndars, prestigious leaders and in
formative directors, this series has
been the envy of the West CA>ast,” de
I lahan said.
Sanderswill speak this Frisiiy at
4p.m. in the Business Rotunda room
21.YThis lecture is free and open to
the public.

Obispo is another resource where
students can go if they are pregnant
or think they may be pregnant.
Located’ downtown on Pisiiio
Street, Planned Parenthood otFers
pregnancy tests and an counseling
session where options such as par
enting and adoption are discussed
with the patient.! hey are also the
only facility in the county that
provides abtirtion services.
Planned Parenthood allows pa
tients to become a part of a state
funding program, which charges
on a sliding fee scale based on in
come and family size.
Cdioices Pregnancy Resource
CTmter is another center where
students and members csf the com
munity can obtain pregnancy in
formation and counseling. Services
include pregnancy tests, abstinence
education and counseling for
women who are pregnant.
Though the center will discuss

difVerent options with the patient,
it is anti-abortion and encourages
women to abstain from sex.
“We do not judge anybody
about their choices, but we are
here to help them with whatever
they decide,” said Maria Estrada,
director at C'hoices.
Cdioices is a non-profit (!iristian-based pregnancy resource
center that receives money front
coinmunity efforts, fundraising
and donations from churches. It
is not a clinic, but is currently' in
the process of getting funding, ap
proval and licensing and hopes to
become one.
According to D.ivies, there was
only one pregnancy scare last year
at EROS, which signifies that un
planned pregnancy is not a major
problem at C'al Poly.
For a full list of pregnancy re
sources, please visit the C'al Poly
Fiealth O uter.

Architect

Pregnant
continued from page I

gtung to make,” said Francesca Pe
terson, HOC'. Health Services clin
ic manager. “We just try and give
them resources.”
Services provided at EO(! are
tree to low cost depending on
family size and income. FPAC'T
(Family, Planning, Access, C'are,
and Treatment) is a program that
assists students in receiving all ser
vices at no cost.
“Most students have a very lim
ited income, so based on an income
and family size, a vast majority of
students we see get their services
here for free and it’s paid for by the
state program,” said Peterson.
“We w’ould love to see more
and more students there,” she add
ed.
Planned Parenthood of San Luis
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Hazing
continued from page I

organization. Lopez helped elimi
nate hazing within his fraternity by
reaching out to his brothers on an
individual basis.
“What 1 really tried to do was
show people how much their prob
lems with our organization matched
up with the problems associated
with hazing,” Lopez said.“ l guess 1
really tried to spearhead the logical
aspect of our argument against haz
ing.”
Lopez served as new member
Educator for a year. 1)uring this time,
he developed a hazing-free program
that focused on positive fraternity
ideals. Lopez is the current president
of!'au Kappa Epsilon.
Righter pledged Fail Kappa Epsi
lon before Lopez, in the fall of 2006
and served as president during the
fraternity’s transitory period in 2007.
I le shared the same ideals as many
of the members who were standing
up against hazing at the time.
“I believe that no matter how
mild or severe any hazing is, it
should not be a part of a Cireek
organization because it completely
contradicts the values we pledge to
uphold as a member,” Righter said.
“ 1 was part of a new member class
that got hazed.”
Making Tau Kappa Epsilon a
hazing-free organization was not
a walk in the park. Initially, many
members who were opposed to
change quit the fraternity. However,
Righter’s leadership ultimately pre
vailed. He helped his house double

Legacy March
In Honor of
Dr. Martin Luther King, Jr.

its membership and assisted Lopez
in educating new members in a
hazing-free environment.
“The reason I was cluisen for this
award is because 1 was the president
during a time of transition,” Righter
said. “I helped lead my fraternity
through a tough time and ensured
that we didn’t slip back into old
habits.”
Kim, a member of the Delta C!ii
fraternity, won the anti-hazing hero
award for his stand against hazing
within his fraternity.
“As new member education chair,
I had a lot of control over what the
associate members did,” Kim said.“ I
also took a hard stance against some
of the things we used Ui do.”
Kim joined in the fall of 2004
and underwent a new member edu
cation program that involved haz
ing. He ran into opposition while
attempting to get rid of these tradi
tions by approaching various broth
ers and discussing the pros and cons
of hazing.
“A lot of people were really
against what 1 was trying to do,”
Kim said.
Kim decided to address his entire
fraternity by giving a speech about
why hazing was hurting the frater
nity.
“1 gave this speech and presenta
tion to the chapter about the nega
tive aspects of hazing and people
rallied behind me,” Kim said.
He eventually compromised
with Delta C'-hi by designing a new
member education program that he
thought was more healthy and safe
for members but also retained some
traditions.
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Dr. Cornt‘1 .Morion, Vico Prositlonl tor Sludonl Affairs, invites
studonls, fat ultv anti staff to ¡t)in liiin anti ttthors by particijiatin^ in the

I

C'al Pt)lv 1 ogaev .March, in hont)r t)f Dr. .Martin Luther King, ]r.

Dale: Ihiirsday, January 15,2009
rime: 11:1 Oam— 11:40 am
Where: Dexter Lawn to Univer.sitv Union Plaza
Participants will meet on Dexter lawn at 1 1:l()am for a shttrl
program w ith the march commencing hy 1 1:40am,

Celebrate
Martin Luther King’s Birthday!
Sat. Jan. 17, 2009,11 ani - 5 pm
San Luis Obispo Laguna Middle School

Donation $10, students/kids free, & a $5 Bon Temps Creole
Cafe lunch. Music by Shival, Louie Ortega and more!
The Sharing The Dream nonprofit supports a diversity of
ideas with religious, racial and political freedoms for all.
Sponsored by the City
of San Luis Obispo,
New Times. Sierra Club,
KCBX, Information
Press,, Bon Temps
Creole Cafe, BGA, The
Drum Circuit and Pre
paid Legal.

at the “Retl I lantlprinl” monument in the
University Union Santlwich f actory Plaza.
SponsoreJ hy the Office of the\ ice Presiilent for StuJent Affairs,
rerson.s ii ith Jisalvhnes may contact the Office of thel'ice President for Student Affairs for
assistance with accommodations.

Call 784-9401 for info.
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Briefs

WORD ON THE STREET

State

National

International

OAKLAND, Calif. (AP)
A torincr tnmsit police otHcer has
been cliarged with murder tor the
tatal shooting ot an unarmed and allegeilly restrained black man in a ra •
cially charset! case that has outraged
residents and communits' leaders
and set otf violent protests.
New ly released court documents
allege that |t>hannes Mehseiie, who
was charged Tuestkiy, shot 22->'earold C)scar (¡rant while Grant had his
hands behind his back and another
otlicer was kneeling on his neck.
• • •
SALINAS, Calif. (AP) —
Salinas police are battling a recent
spate of violence that’s killed at
least five people in separate inci
dents over three days.
Investigators suspect all of the
shootings are gang-related. Sgt.
Cdiris Lane says each victim was
either connected to the Norteños
gang or its riv'al, the Sureños.
Among those killed are two Al
isal High School students, including
a 15-year-old boy who was fatally
shot behind the school Mond.iv.
No arrests h.ive been made in
the five slayings. Police say gang
violence is an ongoing problem in
the city, (kings were blamed for 23
of the 25 homicides in S.alinas last
year.

ROANOKE, Va. (AP)
A
peanut butter maker that sells bulk
supplies to institutions issued a
nationwide recall as officials on
Wednesday reported two more
deaths associated with a salmonella
outbreak. Its client Kellogg C-o. later
asked stores to stop selling a variety
of peanut butter crackers.
Lynchburg-based Peanut Ckirp.
of America issued the recall late
Tuesd.iy for 21 lots of peanut but
ter made since July I at its plant in
Blakely, Ga., because of possible sal
monella contamination.
• • •
BALTIMORE (AP) — Ba
rack Obama’s train trip Saturd.iy
from Philadelphia to Wiishington
offers people who can’t make it for
the inauguration to catch a glimpse
of the next president.
The
Presidential
Inaugural
('ommittee announced Wednesd.iy that Obama, his family and the
group of “everyday Americans’’ ac
companying them on the train plan
to gather at the 30th Street Station
in Philadelphia that morning.Tickets for the event where Obama will
speak have been distributed.
The train stops in Wilmington,
Del., to pick up Vice President
elect Joe Biden and his family.

RAMALLAH, West Bank
(AP) - Israel’s fierce assault on
Gaza’s Hamas rulers has destroyed at
le.ist SI.4 billion worth of buildings,
roads, pipes, power lines aiul other
infrastructure in alreaciy impover
ished territory, Palestinian surveyors
estimate.
Arab and Western countries will
be called on to foot much of the
bill to rebuild — which Palestinian
economists say could take five years
or more.
• • •
BEIJING (AP) — China’s
economy grew to the world’s thirdlargest in 2007, new data showed
Wednesday, another milestone in
the country’s stunning ascent in the
global pecking order that puts it
behind only japan and the United
States.
China has grown tenfold in the
past 30 years, and the revised data
leapfrogged it ahead of Germany.
But overtaking the United States is
another matter.
“I think it will take only three to
four years for Cihina to overtake ja
pan as the second-largest economy
in the world,” said Merrill Lynch
economist Ting Lu. Ciatching up
with the United States could take
decades, he added.

UC regents vote to shrink
undergraduate enrollment
Terence Chea
XSSlX lAThr) (“R h S S

The University of (kilifornia’s governing board voted
Wednesckiy to cut undergraduate enmllment and freeze
p.iy for top administrators in response to the stite’s worsen
ing budget t risis.

Wire Editor: (kissandra |. (kirlson

The UC' Board of Regents approved the plan to reduce
freshmen enrollment system wide by 2,3(M) students in the
coming academic year despite concerns that it could hurt
campus diversity and shut more students out of the 10campus system.
UC President Mark Yudof, who urged the regents to
see UC, page 4

“What role do you think
Cal Poly should take in educating
students about safe sex practices?”
"I’d say there’s a lack of educa
tion... there is never any talk
about safe sex practices.”
-Shawn Dillon,
architecture junior

“ None, since we are in col
lege and already live on our
own. We should know all
about sex if we are having it.”

1^ ^ .

> -1

-Brett Synder,
aerospace engineering
sophomore

“ There should be somewhere
students should go to if peo
ple needed answers.”
-Ashley Madding,
business marketing senior

think they should be available
to peoqle who want info but
there are other organizations
already (off-campus)."

€9

-Jana Black
animal science senior
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Many available positions on MustangJOBS may require students to submit unollicial
transcripts. In order to successfully upload your unollicial transcripts, please follow the
steps below. If these instructions do not work for you, call our Career Services recruiting
team at (805) 756-5976.

Getting the Transcripts:
•
•
•
•
•

Log in to the Cal 1 .'ly Portal at m y.calpoly.eilu
( ’lick on the “Registration <& Pdirollment” tab
In the “Student Course Info" box, click the link that says “View MyPolyProfile"
In the top left hand corner, click on “Vkew Printable Format"
(io to “File" and choose “Save As;" label this as file name: “Transcripts.” Save as a
Webpage, 1ITML only, and put it on the desktop or somewhere else easy to remember

>ì^

Uploading the Transcripts
•
•
•
•
•

Click on the “documents” tab in MustangJOBS
C lick on the
Add N ew ” box
l.abel your transcripts and select the document type “Unollicial Transcript”
Browse your computer for the file in which you saved the transcripts
C'lick the “Submit" button and your transcr U lK m V H I I B tllllU lim iO H I I k V t
converted to an Adobe file for the employers to see
M-F, 8-4:30

Cal Poly, Building 124
805.756.2501
WWW. careersen/ices. calpoly. edv
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Government makes decision on gray wolf protection
Matthew Brown
and John Flesher
ASM K IM l- l) I'R hSS

The' Bush administration on
Wednesday announced plans to re
move gray wolves in the western
('ireat l akes and northern Keicky
Mountains regions from the federal
endangered species list.
But wolves in Wyoming will re
main under federal jurisdiction be
cause th,it state has not done enough
to assure their survival. 1)eputy Inte
rior Secretary Lynn Scarlett said.
C'ourts have overruled previous
attempts by the federal government
to remove wolves in both regions
from the endangered list and return
management authority to the states.
In the northern Rockies, the Fish
and Wildlife Service tried to address
the courts' concerns by exclud
ing Wyoming, where officials had
sought a “predator zone” covering
almost ‘JO percent of the state where
the animals could be shot on sight.
Federal offiicials said Wyoming
law would have to change before
wolves there could be taken offi the
list, and Wyoming Attorney Gen

eral Bruce Salzburg said Wednesday
that it was “probable" that the state
would challenge the latest federal
plan m court.
In the western Great Lakes re
gion, the federal government made
no policy changes. The Fish and
Wildlife Service disagreed with the
judge’s ruling and restated its case.
The wolves will be removed from
the endangered species list 30 d.iys
after the decision is published m the
Federal Register, which offiicials said
could happen within the next two
weeks. A small population of Mexi
can (iray wolves in the Southwest
was not affiected by Wednesd,iy’s an
nouncement.
The decision could be reversed
by Bresident-elect Barack Obama’s
administration, said Rowan Gould,
acting director of the U.S. Fish and
Wildlife Service. G)baina spokesman
Nick Shapiro said the matter would
be reviewed but offered no other
details.
“We would hope ... the next ad
ministration would not turn around
and go a different direction, but of
course that certaiiily is their choice
and opportunirv',” Scarlett said.

ji»'
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In some states, gray wolves will
no longer be federally protected
under a new plan.
Scarlett also said that the deci
sion was based on science indepen
dently of policy considerations and
that it was a watershed moment for
a species first listed as endangered in
1974.
“Returning this essential part of
our national heritage to so much of
our natural land.scape ranks among
our greatest conservation achieve

Vatican secret confession tribunal opens up
Nicole Winfield
\SS(X IAri-U PRl.SS

C)ne of the Vatican’s most seca'cy
shrouded tribunals, which handlc^
confessions of sins so gnive only the
pope can grant absolution, is giving
the faithful a peek into its workings
for the first tune in its 830-year his
tory.
The Vatican has King lamented
that fewer and fewer C'.atholics aa*
going to ctinfession, the sacrament
in which the faithfiil can axeive for
giveness if they sincerely confess their
sins to a priest.
To combat the decline, the socalled “tribunal of conscience” invit
ed the public into the frescoed halls
of Its imposing 16th-century palazzo
for a two-diy confea'iice that ended
Wediiesciiy.
The aim w'as to explain what
the Apostolic IVniteiitiary actu.illy
dticx. and thea'by encourage moa' of
the faithfiil to go to confession, s.iid
Monsignor Ciiatifranco Cimitti, the
tribunal’s No. 2 ofiicial.
“Even though it’s the oldest de
partment of the Holy See, it’s very
little known — specifically because

by its nature it deals
with secret things,”
he said. “We want
to alaunch the sac
rament of penance.” I
By lifting the veil
ofsecacy suraninding the tribun.il’s
work, the Vatican
hopes to emphasize
the
fiind.iinent.ll
role the sacrament
plays in s.iving souls,
the Vatican’s No. 2.
PIER PAOLO CITO associa feu pr e .s.s
(Cardinal
Tarcisio
Bertone, said in a Pope Benedict XVI is greeted by the faithful last
paper delivered at September outside of Rome.
the conference.
“Today it seems
solution, said ('ardiñal Janies Francis
as though the sense of sin has been Stafford, an American who heads the
forgtitten,” he said.
Apostolic Penitentiary.
('onfessions of even the intist
These include defiling the Eu
heinous of crimes and sins — such charist. which ('atholics believe is the
as gencK'ide or mass murder — aa‘ body and bkxid of ('.hrist.
handled at the KhmI level by priests
Stiffoixl said this offense is occur
and their bishops and are not heart! ring with more and more frequency,
by the tribunal.
not just in Satanic rites but by ordi
Its work involves those sins that nary faithfiil who receive ('ommuare reserved for the pope — consid- nion and then remove the host from
ea*d so serious that a local priest or their mouths and spit it out or other
bishop is not qu.ilified to grant ab- wise desecrate it.
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ments,” Scarlett said.
David Mech, a leading w'olf ex
pert and senior research scientist
w'ith the U.S. Cieological Survey,
supported the assertion that the W 'o lf
population had rebounded.
“I’m satisfied, and most wolf bi
ologists 1 know are satisfied, that
wolf populations in both regions
have been biologically recovered for
the Ltst five years,” Mech said.
But environmental and animal
rights groups, deriding the move
,is a last-minute effort by the Bush
administration to strip protections,
promised Wednesdas’ to return to
court with another round of law
suits.
“These guys have been trying for
eight years to explain how it could
be possible for them to delist the
wolves,” said Jonathan Lovvorn, a
vice president of the Humane SocietN- of the United States. “It’s time
for them to throw in the towel.”
About 1,.S()() wolves in the
Northern Rockies were taken offi
the list in February 200S. But a fed
eral judge nullified the move in July,
saying state management plans could
not guarantee their recovery was

sustainable.
The northern Rocky Mountain
wolf segment includes all of Mon
tana, Idaho and Wyoming, the east
ern one-third of Washington and
C'Jregon, and a small part of northcentr.il Utah.
Idaho and Montana already have
crafted plans for public hunts to keep
wolf populations in check There
were no immediate plans for hunts
in the western Great Lakes.
“We’re the people that have to
live with it,” said Eric Svenson of
Reed Boint, Mont., where officials
said wolves hav'e killed two dozen
sheep and goats on the Svenson
Ranch.
“Maybe hunting will keep their
population in check,” Svenson said.
Last September, a federal judge
sided with animal-rights groups that
accused the government of misap
plying the law in when it lifted pro
tections for about 4,000 wolves in
Michigan, Minnesota and Wisconsin
in 2007.
(iray wolves previously were
listed as endangered in the lower 48
states, except in Minnesota, where
they were listed as threatened.

UC

To offset the freshmen enrollment
cuts and boost campus diversity’, the
number of community college stu
dents transferring to U (' campuses
w'ill increase by 500 students. Gradu
ate student levels will remain mughly
the same.
UC' officials still expects to find
spots for all ('alifornia residents who
meet its academic stmdards, but those
spots might be at campuses to which
the students didn’t apply.
The other pmposal approved
Wednesffiiy would freeze compensiition for 285 top administrators for
the reni.iinder of this academic year,
as well as the coming year.Tliat group
includes 85 university chancellors,
vice chancellors and other senior ex
ecutives, including Yudof.
“It sends the right signal in this
economic environment,” Yudof said.
“I really feel it’s the time for sacrifice.
1 think to exert moral leadership, we
need to make sure our salaries are un
der control.”
Students also should expect to pay
more in the coming academic year
because the governor’s proposed bud
get wxHild increase UC student fet^s by
9.3 percent. The regents are expected
to vote on pmptTsed fee increases in
the next few months.
The state budget crisis is alsti forc
ing the 23-campus California State
University system to cut back. Last
week. ('SU announced it would sus
pend most hiring, freeze salaries for
top administrators and suspend stateflinded construction prxyects for at
least 90 days.

continued from page J

appmve the proposals at Wednesday’s
speci,il meeting, said the enrollment
cuts were necessar\- to preserw the
quality of undergraduate education.
“We’re in a very difricult budget
crunch. Everyone is going to be called
upon to make s.icritices,” Yudof told
the regents. “We have to cut. We have
to balance the budget.”
The U(2 system, which lias about
220,000 undergraduate and gradu
ate students, is cutting back because it
alre.idy has about 11.(HK) students for
which it does not receive state fund
ing, and (iov. Arnold Schwarzeneg
ger’s ptxiposed budget for 2(K)*J-10
doesn’t include increased funding for
ennillment growth.
Under the plan approved Wediit*sday, the freshmen enrollment target
would be reduced fnim 37,6(K) in
2(K»8-(W to .35,3(K) in 2(M)9-2010. Enmllment would be cut at the 1)avis, Ir
vine, Riverside, San I )iego, Santa Bar
bara and Santa Cruz campuses; remain
the same at Berkeley and UC'LA; and
grow at Mereed.
Not all regents supported the
move. UC Regent Eddie Island said
he was worried that poor and under
represented minorities, especially black
students, would he disproportionabh
affected by the ennillment cuts.
“It’s ea.sy to say.‘Let’s take out the
Students,’” Island said. “I think that’s
short-sijffited, and that’s the wrong
solution.”
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All Girl Summer Fun Band releases sixth-year surprise
Its nothing new: t'eding nostalgia tor the present inoinent. So I’m not in the least surprised
that, when I pop this Cd ) in, my first thought is an idiotic,“! )amn, too bad they don't make music
like this anymore,” even though the (d ) I’m listening to,“Looking Into It,” is brand new. In case
you’ve never listened to All (iirl Summer Fnm Band, just picture the cutest kitten in the world.
That’s it. That’s the whole metaphor.
I was immediately dragged, giggling
and squealing, back into the world of
cute girl pop. But something’s changed
— this definitely has a ditferent feel than
the band’s earlier releases — the guitars
are all crunchy and wrapped up in razorwire. I'm convinceii lead vocalist Kim
Ba.xter has a man's handshake — that's
how confident she sounds. Bicture the
world’s cutest kitten wearing an over
sized spiked collar, which just makes it a
million times cuter. Plus, even when they
go up-tempo, they stay on meter and the
songs are all longer than two minutes
— most are longer than three! The lead
^
tr.ick goes so tar to use some very well
timed back-up O oo-O o-O oo’s, w hich
reminded me a lot of “ Pretend to be
/ ¡ / ' 1 I
Nice,” the fictitious chart-topping single
^
’ in “Josie and the Pussycats.” So It’s a more
professional affair this time. (T he tighter
tempos are courtesy of new drummer

National Acrobats o f
China to perform at
Cal Poly PAC
Chelsea Bieker
su s PANODAIIY
The Performing Arts (Center will phiy
jungle gym to the world-renowned acrobatic
troupe the National Acrobats of Clhina at 7
tonight. (?al l\ily Arts is proud to present this
traveling 35-nieinber group that has mesmer
ized audiences since P>S(> in more than 30
countries. The performance will be a kalei
doscope of talent, featuring martial arts, illu
sion, stunts, contortionism, cycling and comi
cal repertoire.
Founded over .SOyears ago, the award win
ning performers have maintained a reputation
of excellence around the world in countries
like C?anada,Japan, Italy, England, France and
many more. Attendees of the show can expect
to see an array of acts such as bench juggling
with feet, cycling stunts, handstands on chairs
placed on turntables and the crowd-pleasing
plates spinning routine. All segments of the
performance will come alive to traditional
Chinese music as well as vibrant, colorful
costuming.
Steve Lerian, director of C!al Poly arts, said
this performance will mark the first time the
National Acrobats grace (?al Poly with their
talents and said that the show will include
“spectacular feats of daring.”
“They do a bit where they stack 12 to 14
chairs on top of each other and do handstands
and balancing on top of the chairs,” he said.
“They do a lot of Hying; acrobatics on ropes
on the stage. They do a lot of amazing tum
bling things and they do balancing where
onetperson will balance NUiJtiple candolabr.is
while doing contortionist sort ot activities.”

Lerian said that the show will contain the
seemingly impossible feat of operating a bi
cycle with l.S people aboard the single bike.
Fie summed up the show by saying that it
would be “fun on a lot of different levels,”
because along with the high-Hying gs'iimastlcs and illusion, there is comedic value to
the show.
“It's all kinds of great fun,” Lerian said. “It
is a whole-family type of thing, with lots of
‘oohs’ and ‘ahhs’ from the audience.”
Lerian said that the mam aspect of the
show IS the fact that it is “really fun to watch;
its not brain surgery.” He thinks that the
physical aspects of the performance and the
level of fitness the acrobats h,ive attained to
achieve these feats will be a prominent rea
son college-age viewers m particular will be
interested.
Peter Wilt, interim director of (?al Poly
Arts said that acrobatic performances have
been extremely popular in the past at (?al
Poly and judging by ticket sales thus far, this
show looks to be no different.
“They have always been tremendously
popular,” he said. “They are well priced and
they allow us to offer a price that a family can
afford to have this type of entertainment.”
Wilt added that the contortionism per
formed is sure to be a favorite.
“The (Tiinese are famous for this,” he
said. “It’s amazing to see the feats of strength
they do.”
The show is for all ages except infants.
Student rush tickets will be available one
hour before curtain priced at $10 each, or
Mt the Penf«pi>nng Arts ('enter Ticket (Office,
(ipen Vl*a.m. to .3 p in.

Kathy Foster ofT he T hermals.)
But I'm putting the ice-cream
vsagon before the pink pony — a new
full-length from All (iirl Summer Fun
Band? Their last release was si.\ years
ago, and, hey, weren’t they supposed to
be a ()ne-summer only collaboration
project? I’ve caught asking myself what
statement they possibly still have to
make. But then, of course, 1 remember
that they never had a statement m the
first place. That’s why I liked this band
so much in 2003 and why they’re still
such a standout today. The girls h.ive
hidden no sociopolitical a.xes to grind
up their skirts. Imagine a band totally
free ol posturing and mission state
ments. Weird right? They just want to
c o i ' R i K.sY m o r o
play some super fun sounds for their
own sake. Ultimately, they are still making music... six years later for the same reason I’m still
going to school. Six years later; no goals. In music, this is an admirable thing.
As expected, the song set is more diverse than those of their other records. “Kewind” is a
gentle number that might evoke member Jen Sbr.igia's former work with I'he Softies. Put it on to
lull children to sleep. But only cute children. My personal fivorite at the moment is “Tnijectory”
which plods along with a lilting melody, and reminds me ofWeezer for no absolutely no reason
that 1 can justiff’ or legitimize in any w,iy. T he song most reminiscent of their old stuff is “Some
thing New.” Irony intended? I don’t think so. That's not All (¡irl Summer Fun Band.

CiRL
SUMMER

Evocative and real,
‘Notorious’ is a B.LG . winner
Jesse Washington
ASSOC l A i r i ) PRKSS

You love to hear the story, again and again:
Young boy trapped in poverty, chooses crime
over the ckissroom, rises to infamous heights
only to be gunned down at the apex of suc
cess.
But the film “Notorious,” a biography of
the rapper Notorious B.!.(»., transcends gangster-Hick clichés because of the outsized tal
ents of the artist and the actor who portrays
him. B.l.(».. aka Biggie Snulls, was an artist of
unique skill and charisma — all of which is
captured in a pitch-perfect, and at times, even
moving performance by the obscure rapper Ja
mal “Gravy” Woolard.
This story begins in the late 1980s, when a
vxYung Christopher Wallace (played by Biggie’s
a*al son, (Christopher Jr.) is seduced by the ea.sy
money being made by crack dealers in Bed
ford-Stuyvesant. Bmoklvm. When his mother
(Angela Bassett) discovers what the white stuff
under his bed axtlly is, she kicks the teenage
hustler out, accelerating his criminal exploits.
Wallace does a quick jail bid and returns
home with an assortment of potent new rhymes
and a new name; B.L(L His demo cassette ends
up in the hands of a brash reconl exec named
Sean “Fufiv” (Combs (Demk Luke), and a rap
phenomenon is born.
Unlike recent music biopics such as “Ray”
or “Walk the l.ine,” whose audiences may
have been unfamiliar w'ith some biographical
events, most “Notorious” viewers will know
exactly what comes next; The classic hits; the
illogical beef with Tupac Shakur, birthing the
East-West feud; the twin killings of these gifted
storytellers. But “Notorious” manages to add
stimething new to Bijyie’s exhaustively chron
icled story.
The interwoven stories of the women in his
life give fresh insight into Biggie’s music and
personality. No matter how bad his behavior,
they always give him one more chance: his
mother Voletta his baby’s mother, the girl w ho
Biggie plucked off the corner and Svengalied

into the sex bomb Lil’ Kim and his wife, the
singer Faith Evans.
With Voletta Wallace as a pmducer and
(Combs as executive producer, you might have
expected the wiirst of B.l.G.’s life to be blacked
out. But it’s all there and it makes the film that
much better.
Woolard, who hails from Biggie’s old
neighbtirhood, could have coasted on his
physic,il likeness and Brmiklyn swagger, but di
rector George Tillman Jr. (“Soul Food.” ’’Bar
bershop”) wrings struggle, charm and triumph
from Woolard’s expressive face. The film drips
with authenticity, from the (Coogie sweaters to
the actual Fulton Stmet corner where Biggie
sold his dope. And the script, written by (Cheo
FTodari Coker and Regiie Rock lilythewtxxl.
has laughs for days — just like Biggie did.

null. ( A R U S O ASS<H IA TFO PR ESS/ X SF A R C H I I C I ' I
Jamal Woolard stands for a promotional
photo for the film “Notorious,” a biogra
phy of the rapper Notorious R.I.Ci.
j
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Folk Festival comes to Central
Coast for the first time
C helsea Bieker

While planning the festival, Crellin said that he received all kinds o f feedback from the
community.“ Everybody is excited about it because we haven’t ever done anything like this
on the Central Coast before.” With food, art, wine and music, it would seem the festival has
A new festival is coming to town and it is safe to say that w'ith 1*J live concert events thought of everything.
planned, there may just be a little folk for everyone. The Central Coast Folk Festival, pre
Crellin described folk music as “often times acoustic, the songs o f everyday life, politics
sented by the Boutique Hotel Collection, will
and just having fun. With such a wide range
make its debut Jan. 15 to 18 at five locations
definition, we can provide people on the C en
around the county: The Clifts Resort, Apple
tral Coast with a wide range o f music and
Farm Inn, The Inn at Morro Bay, SeaVenture
people will be able to experience this all dur
Resort and Sycamore Mineral Springs Resort.
ing in a four-day festival.”
There will be classic Americana cuisine and
Jack Foul is, Cal Poly marketing graduate
live music with genres spanning contemporarv
and lead vocals/ acoustic guitar for three man
and traditional folk, swing, bluegrass and more.
band. Jack and the Lion, said the Folk Festival
The best part: nearly all of the events are free.
“sounds like a really cool gathering o f people
6- 9 p.m. Artisan Market 7-10:30 p.m. Soak & Folk
C'harles Crellin, Sycamore Mineral Springs
and bands.” He is excited for Jack and the Lion
Resort general manager said that planning for
to be able to showcase a new sort o f sound at
Music: Cuesta Ridge
Music: David Talmadge
the first-ever event has been underway for
the event.
Venue:
SeaVenture
Venue:
Sycamore
Mineral
about five months. Fie and others involved
“We feel like we don’t fit into one genre,”
hope the event will become an annual festival
he said. “But we definitely have our folky side,
Springs
and a folk music staple for the Central Coast.
country side and rock side. We like to call our
“We thought the long weekend of the Mar
selves front porch rock.”
tin Luther King holiday w’ould be a really good
Poulis wasn’t sure exactly when he started
time to present this first Central Coast Folk
being “folky” but said that with his “kind of
Festival. We hope it will become a signature
country style singing” paired with his acoustic
4-6 pm Modern Folk
from now on. We thought that this would be a
guitar, “somehow folk came out.”
Music: Jack and the Lion
perfect time to do it," Crellin said.
“ I think it is kind o f a mature type o f music
A unique aspect of the festival is that the
and
I feel like it is starting to become more
Venue: The Cliffs Resort
label “folk music” means many diflerent things
mainstream,” Poulis said. “ A lot o f the acous
here. Crellin said that “Americana” is the term
tic stuff, like Bright Eyes, is becoming more
for what people will see this weekend, mean
known, and 1 think that is because it is a ma
ing traditional music rooted in American heriture type o f music; college students can really
tage.
grasp it and enjoy it.”
The Big Schwing Event
^
“ Were doing folk, we’re doing bluegrass,
Jack and the Lion will be performing dur
we’re doing swing music and a little blues,” he
ing
sunset at The Cliffs.
Music: Sugar Daddy
said. “So it’s really a wide reaching definition
“ It w ill b e b e a u t i f u l o u t , and r e a lly h e l p
Swing Kings
of Americana music.”
W 'ith t h e v ib e . It’s an id e a l p l a c e t o p lay ,” Poulis
Staying true to the theme, the events will
s
a id .
Venue: The Cliffs Resort
have food that mirrors the tunes with a number
Casey Moss, events coordinator for the fes
o f local restaurants offering heritage or Ameri
tival, said that because there are so many events
7- 9 p.m. Campfire Songs
cana dinners and old-fashioned cocktails, “rep
to choose from throughout the four days, there
resenting the fotid and wine of America.”
should be something to interest everyone.
and Stories
There will be an ample amount of arts and
"Since there is more than just folk, there is
crafts on display, as well as a “folk and soak.”
Music: Kirk Henning
a band that w’ill appeal to every person’s taste,”
That’s right: hot tubs. Crellin said that after
she said. “Most events are free and they are all
Venue: Apple Farm
coming up with the aforementioned catchy
around the county so it is easy to find a good
‘
These
are
a
few,
not
all,
of
the
Folk
Festival
events
line, he thought an evening rcla.xing in the tubs
location. I’d say it is a cheap, fun way to go
at Sycamore, listening to live music and con
and spend one o f your nights. Get a group of
suming good food would make for a unique,
friends together to see a band you’ve never
enjoyable evening.
seen before and eat some good food.”
“1 don’t think we had heard of something like this before,” (3a'llin said. “There is a story
The festival’s features will be going on simultaneously throughout the weekend, so be
telling night as well and there is a family-oriented folk fest event at the Apple Farm, so it sort of sure to check out the schedule o f ev»*nts. Visit www.centralcoastfolkfMtival.com for more
goes all over; there is an appeal to a lot of difFea*iit age groups and a lot of different tastes.”
information.

MUSTANG BAILY

Folk Festival Events
THURSDAY 1 /15/09

FRIDAY 1/16/09

SATURDAY 1/17/09

I'v* Loved You So Long (PG-13)
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Mon-Thurs: 4.00,6:45
Slumdog Millionair« (NR)

Fh: 400,6:45,9:15
Sat: 1:30,4:00,6:45,9:15
Sun: 1:30,400,6:45
Mon-Thurs: 400,6:45

C le a r a n c e

The Reader (R)

$19.99 or LESS!

CRAZY JAYS
767 H iguera Downtown San Luis O bispo

Fri: 4:00,6:45,9:15
Sat: 1:30,4:00,6:45,9:15
Sun: 1:30,400,6:45
Mon-Thurs: 400,6:45
General Admission: $7.50 Matinee $5.00
Monday All ahows $5.00
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Indie time: Sundance mixes

stars, newcomers, fans
David Germain
ASSCX lATKl) PRHSS

PARK CITY, Utah — The Sundance Film
Festival resumes its duties as a great equalizer
of the cinema world.
This is where complete unknowns can
suddenly find themselves sought-after tal
ent among Hollywood distributors. This is
where marquee talent such as Richard Ciere,
Susan Sarandon and Chris Rock turn up in
thoughtful, non-studio flicks. And it s where
eager audiences get to grill stars and film
makers about the creative process during
question-and-answer sessions after screenings.
Overseen by Robert Redford s Sundance
Institute,the festival is the nations top show
case for independent film. The 11 -day festi
val includes 118 feature-length films and 96
shorts.
Opening the festival Thursday night is di
rector Adam Elliot’s “Mary and Max,” a clayanimation tale about a pen-pal friendship be
tween an 8-year-old Australian girl (voiced
by Toni Collette) and an obese middle-aged
New Yorker (Philip Seymour Hoffman).
Filmmakers say one of the festival’s big
lures IS rubbing elbows with fans who brave
the cold, snow and mob scene of Sundance
to see something different than what they’ll
find at their local multiplex.
“That’s the best thing about going to a
festival, especially Sundance,” said Bobcat
Goldthwait, writer-director of the dark Sun
dance comedy “World’s Greatest Dad,” star
ring Robin Williams. “1 feel like I’m a rich
guy who pays money to go to one of those
fantasy baseball camps and gets to play base
ball with the pros. That’s what it’s like for
me.”
“The Office” co-star John Krasinski
makes his directing debut with the com
edy “Brief Interviews With Hideous Men”;
Rock plays host for the documentary “Good
Hair” exploring African-American hairstyles;
and Sarandon and Pierce Brosnan star in the
melodrama “The Greatest.”
Other big-name entries include
Richard Gere, Don Cheadle and
Ethan Hawke in Antoine Fuqua’s
cop drama “Brooklyn’s Finest,”
Uma Thurman in the domestic
tale “Motherhood,” Kevin Spacey
as analyst to Hollywood A-listers
in “Shrink” and William Hurt and
Chiwetel Ejiofor in the apartheid
story “ Endgame.”
Festival
director
Cieoffrey
(nlmore said key themes this time
are “romance and activism.”

Sundance is heavy on cautionary en
vironmental stories, among them the dol
phin tale “The Cove,” the oil-pollution
chronicle “O u d e ” and the earthy ecology
study “Dirt! The Movie.”
“What you see is people going out and
making stories not just identifying prob
lems and documenting what that is, but
trying to identify solutions,” Gilmore said.
“The environmental work you see these
days doesn’t end with a description of the
crisis we’re in. It ends with a description
of what you can do to help us get out of
this crisis.”
On the romantic side, Sundance of
fers quirky stories of passion and affection,
including “Don’t Let Me Drown,” a teen
love story set in the aftermath of the Sept.
11 attacks; “Peter and Vandy,” chronicling
a couple’s relationship from hopeful start
through slow deterioration; and “Humpday,” a tale of old buddies who attempt a
“work of art” 6 an amateur porn flick of
straight guys having sex with each other.
Jim Carrey appears in his first Sundance
film with one of those romances,“! Love
You Phillip Morris,” playing a gay con
man who meets the love of his life (Ewan
McGregor) in prison.
“It’s just such a goodhearted, sweet, beautiful,
really funny movie. It dares
to be romantic,” Carrey
said, adding a dig at Utah’s
Mormon church over its
involvement in the passage
of California’s gay mar
riage ban. “I just think it’s
a perfect movie for these
days, and I’m just so glad
it’s premiering there. First
of all, it’s in Utah, which
is kind of poignant after
Proposition 8.”

A

PATTI PERRET

associated pr ess / su n d a n c e in st it u t e

Ewan McGregor, left, and Jim Carrey are shown in a scene from the con-artist tale “I Love
Philip Morris,” will be showcased at the Sundance Film Festival, the independent-hlm show
case that runs Jan. 15-25 in Park City, Utah.
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Pierce Brosnan and Susan Sara
ndon are shown in a scene from
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of the films in competition at the
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public forum ." Student editors have full
authonty to make all content decisions
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The eight-year nightmare
is really almost over
introspective. He said that
he always had to do what he
felt was right because “if you
don't, then I don't see how
you can live with yourself I
don't see how I can get hack
home in Texas aiul look m
the mirror aiul he proud of
what 1 see it I allowed the
loud voices, the loiul enties,
by Stephanie England to prevent me from doing
what 1 thought w.is neces
sary to protect this country."
Lven though the enties he
rtic aniiudowi) clocks on every liberal Web
ignored
turneil
out to he correct,
site are happily shedding their final hours as
bush eoiiveyetl something I
(ieorge W. bush prepares to walk out of the
think none of us on the
Oval Office for the last time as president. C)n
left thought he had m
Monday bush held his last press eoiifereiiee.
\ ' him: self-awareness.
and lor the first time since we met him
1 wonder it, when
he showed a reHeetive side that was
he gets hack to Ins
almost endearing.
Texas raneh, bush
I rememher bush's first
will
sit down to write
press eonferenee after the
a rerieetion on his time
election m 2004 when he
in office and ponder how
was asked if he had made
Ins
presidency
ended m such disar
any mistakes m the first
ray.
halt of his presidency. He
As 1 ryHeeted on the are of his
couldn't name one mistake.
presidency,
I couldn't help thinking
(I had a list of
that the demise of bush's piihlic life
Id mistakes
has been very tragic. 1le made a se
before
the
nes
of flawed decisions: tax cuts for
t|uestion was
the rich, failing to fund the No Child
even finished).
Left behind, misinforming the piihII o w e V e r ,
lic
about WMDs in Iraq, legitimizing
when
confronted
torture as an interrogation procedure
Monday reganling his
and deregulating husiness, to name a
decisions as president,
few.
bush seemed very
but while these were all deci
concerned about the
sions bush no doubt s.iw as ttnigh
nneertam legacy he
choices he had to make for the wel
will leave hehmd.
fare of the country, they wrre also
He was defen
decisions that caused America to
sive when he spoke
resolutely turn its hack on him and
about the economy
led to the ultimate ruin of his own
— the final stain on
political party.
our memories of
I hope that when bush
him. He also at
settles into retirement m
tempted to explain
Texas
and truly has the op
his disconnect with
portunity to reflect on
reality during Hur
his time in the White
ricane Katrina, and
House that he is, in
he labeled not find
fact, able to look in
ing weapons of mass
the mirror and be
destruction in Iraq
proud of the
a mere “disappoint
(few) good
ment.”
When
asked
why he thought
his critics hold
so much animos
ity toward him, his
answer
was
s u rp ris in g ly
BARRIK MAGUIRE new sart

LibG ral Lens

things he accomplished, like working with
bono to increase America's aid tt) Africa.
However, 1 think my voice is in chorus with
the rest of the world and the majoritv of the
United States w hen I say that 1 am so glad this
nightmare is over, f rom the bottom of mv heart,
I wish the entire bush family to lead quiet, pri
vate, long lives confined to Horida and Texas,
w hile the rest of us mow on. Truly.
barack Obama said last Thursd.iy in a speech
at (icorge Mason University. “ rhrouglunit
America's liistorv, there have been some wars

I wish the entire
Bush family to lead
quiet, private, long
lives confined to
Florida and Texas
while the rest o f us
move on.

that simply rolled into the next without mueh
notice or fanfare. And then there are the years
that come along once in a generation, the kind
that mark a clean break from a troubled past and
set a new course for our nation. T his is one of
those years."
I his is the dawning of the age of intelligence.
Nothing is going to change overnight and
Obama is not the answer to all of our problems,
but we are moving into a moment m American
history entirely open to onr mterpretation and
innovation. Our leaders will set a new course for
America, with fresh ideas and co
hesive policies. And we should
all look at this new year, this
“clean break from a troubled
past,” with an open mind.
Next Tuesday will be an in
credibly historic day. We will all wit
ness the first African-American take
the oath for the most powerful posi
tion in the world just one d.iy after we
honor Martin Luther King.Jr.
The timing is remarkable. I
don’t think it can be over
stated.
Stephanie linaland is an liniijlish junior and a Mustan);
Daily poliual columnist.

w ithout censorship o r advance ap
proval.
The Mustang Daily is a free newspa
per; however the rem oval o f m ore than
one copy o f the paper per day is sub
ject to a cost o f 50 cents per issue.
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Bush administration
should be held crim i
nally accountable
As the bush/Cdieney .uiniinistration is air-lifted off the roof of
the sinking White House, giving
the thumbs up sign, we all know
better. We all see the results of
< •. 11! ■ ,

eight disastrous years.
Who w'lll p.iy? Will it he only
our military families, or people
losing their homes, or prisoners
who have no rights, or Americans
whose phones have been tapped
or the hundreds of thousands of
dead Iraqis, Afghanis and I’alesPilU4tis^cOr will
W, bush. ..

and Richard Cheney he tried and
found guilty?
If they are not, let’s free every
criminal from our overcrowded
jails heeause there is no justice
in America. 11 these two men
cannot he indicted tor their high
ermies and misdenieanors. let alh
,c7 i.n.l!nal.S gu free... . . .

Or else, let justice be blind
and judge them for what they
have done. If not, no president
or vice-president need worry
about crimes, heeause there are
no consequences.

,

Gale M cNeeley ^
'><nnta.A/^itiajestdt’tif
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This conflict is like any other colo
nial war of independence.only less
clear to outside observers. Europeans
from Ciermany, Poland, Russia, etc.
moved to Palestine.They claimed
ownership of the land and began a
war that lias continued for bO year ».
You tell me, who is at fault?
People liave a right to defend tlieir
homeland; Palestine has been under
hostile occupation since 1‘>21,
intensely hostile since 1948. Eventu
ally the Palestinians will find a way
to overthrow the Europeans and
toss them out. History has shown us
that all occupations eventually fail,
the only difference is how long they
take. After the end of the occupation,
Palestine and Palestinians Jews, Mus
lims and Cihristians) will be in peace.
— Jules
Response to letter to the editor "lireahiitii
>"‘dn myth oj the Israel/ Palestine
conflict”
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How far weVe com e
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the
CONSERVATIVE
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=WAY the Bush legacy
Ian N a ch re in e r
The past eight years have been witness to
history' in the making. America was attacked on
home soil for the first time since Pearl Harbor,
two wars wea* and continue to be waged, the
economy has gone thaiugh two recessions and
the government grew larger taster than any other
time in history.
In recent years hate, animosity and anger to
wards President Hush has become a national pas
time. People have been so blinded and paralyzed
by their disagreements with hush that it has bas
tardized facts in lieu of perception. I have been
disappointed in recent years by Pa-sident Bushs
reluctance to stand up in defense of his decisions.
I respected his position that the office was greater
than the man or the rhetoric used against that
man. However, by not taking a stand he has let
the other side set the stage and start writing their
version of history.
That started to change on Monday as Bush
gave his List scheduled press conference. I felt
proud alxHit my support of him for the first time
since Sept. 11. He was unapokigetic and reinforeed that what he did, with the information
pmvided. may not have been popular but was the
right thing to do. As Americans we commonly
have a short memory.
I ask, are we better off today than we were
eight years ago. Is the country better?
International Policy
Sept. 11.2<MH W.1Sthe second d.iy in American
history that will live in infamy. More than 3.IMM)
lives were lost that fateful day and since then our
country was irrevocably changed and went to war
as a result of it.
The War on Termr has been largely criticized
due to the war in Iraq. Most had no reservations
with going into Afghanistan because they felt like
this taking the fight to the enemy. But when an
axis of evil was established, the American people
wavered. Few understood why Iran, Iraq and
North Korea were singled out as nations that sup

ported or sponsored terrorism. This disconnect
was primarily due to a lack of communication
with the American people, rather than a lack of
validity of the dangers posed by the identified na
tions.
Sept. 11 showed us that we could no longer
look the other way when were attacked. It showed
us that as a nation we needed to remain proactive
in reducing threats to our nation. If we did not
fight them, they would fight us; we took the fight
to the enemy, as a result the danger to our nation
has decreased, but not been eliminated.
There are many of you in my readership who
might believe that we should talk to our enemy,
that negotiation will solve our problems. While I
respect your ability to have that opinion, it is fun
damentally flawed. Neginiation merely prolongs
the inevitable; it does not change a mindset that is
opposed to our own set of values and beliefs.
We all disagree abtn.t the means taken to get
us to the point we are tixiiy. From Gitttio to the
.‘ATRIOT Act. ewryone on all sides has a differ
ent take on htiw we should have done things. But
I believe that while heavily criticized today. Bush s
international policty will eventually be looked
upon as v'isionarv’ and wise.
Domestic Policy
I am much more critical of President Bush on
matters of domestic ptilicy.
His administrations handling of the aftermath
of Hurricane Katrina will remain in debate for
years. Having a former director of a horse show
at the helm of FEMA at the time doesn’t help
the debate.
“C?ould things have been done better? Abso
lutely. But when I hear people say the federal re
sponse was slow, then what are they going to s.iy
to those chopper drivers, or the .3(),(KK) that got
pulled off the roofs?” Bush said.
On Monday, he also spoke about his handling
of the economy. Tax cuts were the right thing to
do. It helped stabilize the economy after Sept. 11

and spurred economic gmwth.Yet I fear that in
the grand scheme of things. Bush will be blamed
for recent economic conditions even though he
had little, if anything, to do with creating the situ
ation, the buck stops with him.
Where we are today
So are we better off ttxlay? Yes and no.
The economy is a mess (although the issue of
whether Bush is to blame is another debate entia*ly). He also presided over the largest expansion
in government spending in American histoity; but
that would not have been possible without the
help of Congrevs.
Yet his administration has maintained security
in the face of adversity. Since Sept. 11 we have
not been attacked on our own soil. Regardless of
whether you agree with the reasons why or how
we have gone after the enemy, it cannot be dis
puted that we are safer tixl.iy than we were eight
years agt>.
As we transition tfoiii one administration to
the next. I encourage you to remember how far
we’ve come. We’re still one nation under Ciod:
free and democratic, despite efforts to change our
great system into a socialistic welfare state. Presi
dent Bush has generally nude the right decisions
as president, although the\’ rarely were the popu
lar decisions. Has he been the president we’ve al
ways wanted? No. But he has been the president
and the le.xler we’ve neetled.
As he said in his own words on Mon day, “Pres
idents can try to avoid hard decisions and there
fore avoid controversy. That’s just not my nature.
I’m the kind of person that is willing to take on
hard tasks, and in times of war people get emo
tional; I understand that. I never really spent that
much time worrying about the loud voices. I of
course hear them, but they didn’t affect my policy,
nor did they affect... how I made decisions.”
Ian Nachreitur is an a^riadfural sacnec senior and a
Mustang Daily columnist.

Arabs have been on that land since
they were mere nomadic tribes. It
has been their home for eons.True,
Jews bought the land from Britain
(under the false belief that it was. “A
land without people, for a people
without land”), but it was as much
Britain’s as America was when they
murdered the natives upon their
landing, claiming it as their own. We
don’t see it as that way now, and the
same applies to what happened over
there. When the Jew's first bought
the land, the Arab population was at
least 6(M),(MK). And Israel’s economy
was horrible until post-WWIl when
the U.S. started financially support
ing them. Also, Ambs are a Semitic
people, and Islam specificallv states
that Judaism and Cihristianity are
“legitimate religions” and thus
cannot be prosecuted on that basis
alone (discrimination, yes, but no
harm). Only when Jihad is declared,
which can only be done when the\'
feel some force is harming Islam or
Its people (this would even include
drugs, or poverty), can they attack
a Jew or Christian. And that cannot
be due to their religion alone. So
if there is an “ideology' of hate” in
their culture, it’s due to no other
reason than feeling that their homes
were ripped out ffoiii between their
fingers. It’s clear that you need to do
more research on the history owr
there. To quote a friend of mine who
currentlv lives in Israel:“Both sides
suck.”
— Josh
R.esfHmse to letter to the editor "lireahiim the main myth of the Israel' Palestine
conflict"
It IS because of young people like
you that I can still keep a bit of real
hope that things will change some
day. Nicely done.
— Anonymous
Resfhvise to letter to the editor "Iharnto'X \’oivrnment corruption ”
/;/)/ /■( )R ’S \()T li:lh e .Mustang;
Daily features select comments that are
uritten in response to articles /hi<ted
online. Ihoiu^h tiot all the n'sponses will
he printed, the .Mustang Daily mil print
comments that are coherent and foster
intellii’etit discussioti on a {>itrn subject.
Some of today’s comment were slightly
shortoned for space requirements. Co
online to mustanqdaily.net to read the
original comments.
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Houses For Sale
N<m is the time to buy a
house! lake Advantat»e of
Hu^e Diseouiits and Histori
cally Low Mortgage Rates.
Free List of SLO Houses/
Condos for Sale.
steve@slohomes.com
Nelson Real Estate 546-1990
Visit us at wwvv.niustangdaily.
net/classitieds to view pictures,
and to place your ad today!
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Housing

Lost and Found

2 br 1 ba apt. kitch w/ fridge,
stove, W/ d. util paid. $ 1150/
mo. close to school.
(5()l)837-()39()

LOST Gold Ring, in the shape
of a ROSE on 01/05. Please eall
530.906.9384 w ith any infor
mation.

Volunteer at Cal Poly Student
Community Services. UU
Room 217! (805) 7 5 6 -5 8 3 4

LOST Keys. Has a \blksw agon
ke> chain and brow n sandal,
lots o f kevs. Please contact
#760-473-2675_______
Lost and Found ads are FREE.
Email mustangdaily
classifieds@gmail.com

EE Majors. Topanga
SchematicMaker. electrical
schematic and documenta
tion softw'arc. immediate
download only $59.99 vvvvvv.
topangasoftware .com

For Sale
Need to get rid of something?
Sell it through the Mustang
Daily! Place your ad today!

Pop Culture Shock Therapy

Robin’s Skincare
& Waxing

by Doug Bratton

popcultiirecomits com C Ooug Bratton 2009

e
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BACKTOSCHOOLSPECIAL!
$10 off brazilian wax. $5 off all other
bikini wax. Spray tans now$35!
•Showyour Student I.D. for specials.
Call 805.459.5505
Located at 3930 Broad Street, SLO

KIPS, I HAVt
TO m
you Sci^THINQ...
Sof^TMIMQ I PBo&APt-y SHoOP
HAVE TOLP you A LoMG

__________________i’l.YIXlJC(!f1<-)_________________

Announcements | | Announcements
Welcome buck Grantland!
Good to have you back.
Place your ad today! Visit our
website or email us at mustangdailyclassineds@gmail.com

Run a Classified Display
“Mustang Mini” ! Contact
your ad rep at 756-1143
0 ^

MURRAY STATION

■r F Big Brothers Big S is te rs ^ ^

Bow l

Your home while
you're away
from home

Kids'

Strike it

BIG!

Please join us March 1st

11am-7pm

/y/

NOW LEASING
www.murraystationapartments.con)

Mustang Lanes

Register at www.slobigs.org
Or call 805.781.3226

have something to say?
mustangdai lyopi' nions®gmai l .com
V.

Girls & Sports
^

by Justin Bonus and Andrew Feinstein

MAKSHALL, I ’Ve X IS SHE^ V YEAH, SHE'S i F0R61ET IT,
COT A FRIEND I
NICE?
REALLY NICE
TOANN. NO
WANT YOU TO MEET L ____ >1 N.
dOOD-LOORINC;
filRL IS EVER
DESCRIBED AS
"NICE" ^

I

,
X per fect.
LITTLE CRAZY ]
SET IT
AND A TOTAL
UP
DRAMA QUEEN K _________ A
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On the "You're Adopted!" episode of
Diff ’rent Strokes, only Kimberly's world
remained unroeked.

3

Across

69 Gang members
37 Off-color
1 Part of a pay-as- 38 “Zounds!”
70 Comment about
a loss
you-go plan?
39 Like some calls
6 She II “always
left on answering 71 Upset
have Paris'
machines
10 Has obligations
42 Diet
Down
14 Japanese brew
43 Leveler
1 Fully equipped
15 "Mighty' things
45 Petrify
and ready to go
16 District in Hawaii 47 Cub raiser
2 Kitchen light
17 2008 Olympics
50 M.P.'s concern
3 Emmy and Tony
tennis champion 51 Music producer
nominee Ryan
Dementieva
Brian
4 Blood
18 Meander as a
52 Walked off with
5 Equips
road
54 NATO member
6 Tiny bit
20 That over there
since 1982
7 “
Miss
21 Author of
57 Comparatively
Clawdy' (#1
“Something
honest
R&B hit of 1952)
Wicked This
Way Comes'
59 Bopper
8 Winter vehicle
23 Inventor
61 Crucial moment
9 Guarantee
depicted in “The 64 1836 Siege site,
10 “Go ahead!"
Prestige'
with “th e'
11 Korean money
25 Long ago
66 Cadre, e g
12 Doomsday, with
26 Hinged
67 “The M a rth a ___
“the"
apparatus
Show ’ of 1950s
13 Roman god of
29 Walks down the
TV
agriculture
aisle
68 Scene of
19 Lock with no
31 Supplicate
Hercules’ first
key?
labor
33 Reverses course
22 Airport
installation
ANSWER TO PREVIOUS PUZZLE
24 Where the
Riksdag meets
AiL J. J.1J B I G ■ 0 S S E ■
U S E
W E A 1 M 26 Kraft Foods
brand
M A T T L A U E R
a a a a "^
A S 1 S E E 1 T 27 Be a cast
S J_
JU
member of
F 'o l
S C A R
E R 0
28 Cry from
someone who’s
T 0
K T 0
been aggrieved
E 0
M
N E
E S 30 Seek restitution,
perhaps
32 Calif barrio
A T T
S U P E rH T
cH
setting
B E E E A T E R
aJ t E 0 U T
L 1 E A R 0 U N 0 H h 0 0 E Y 33 Old country-andwestern s ta r __
Y 0 U 1 N1 E D UHo U E 1 N
Travis
■ U P D 0 1 s L 0 H s T Y N E 34 Over
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Puzzles by Pappocom

¿0
.¿4
46

f?

Puzzle by Jim Hilqer

35 Instrument
unlikely to be
heard at
Carnegie Hall
36 1965 #1 hit by
the Byrds
40 H
41 Search for water,
in a wav
44 Fix as a pool
cue
46 Alda, lor one

48 Neighbor of
Arizona
49 Tea, e g.
53 M o u n t___ .
socond-highest
peak in Africa
55 Part of Caesar’s
boast
56 Christener
57 Company
leaders: Abbr.

58 G.P.S. output:
Abbr.
60 Perfectly
61 Eventually
appear
62 .

#66

MEDIUM

w

bit

63 Zip

Bring in this Coupon to get..

65 Book after Exod.

For answers, call 1-900-285-5656, $1.49 a minute; or, with a credit
card. 1-800-814-5554
Annual subscriptions are available for the best of Sunday
crosswords from the last 50 years 1-888-7-ACROSS
AT&T users: Text NYTX to 386 to download puzzles, or visit
nytimes.com/mobilexword for more information.
Online subscriptions Today's puzzle and more than 2,000 past
puzzles nytimes com/crosswords ($39 95 a year).
Share tips nytimes com/wordplay.
Crosswords for young solvers, ni^imes.com/learnmg/'xwords

5 OFF your
15 purchase
II
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Me Oride said the team c hemis
try is part ot why the team’s pass
ing has come together so well.
"We do get along well,”
MeOride said."A lot ot it is just us
playing together because it’s been
carried on from last year.”
Although the Mustangs ‘>-6
start marks the third-best start in
school history, Meliride still sees
the team as underachieving.
“We haven’t been playing to
our best lately and everyone is
ready to prove people'wrong,” she
said.“ ! think this weekend is our
chance to do that.”

continued from page 12

year, starting in just tour games
tor the (¡aueluis.
riie Mustangs’ mam benet'aetor of their absenc e may be soph
omore forward Kristina Santiago,
vvliose shooting percentage (.556)
ranks first in the conference and
23rd in the nation.
Santiago is one of the six Mus*tangs averaging over 1.8 assists per
game. C'al I’oly ranks 11th in the
nation in assists.

news and views • odds & ends • videos
Have your say by commenting at:

o t t th e P eg e

_______ -

http://apps.mustangdally.net/offthepage

$12 H A I R C U T S
Mark Roetker

1261 Laurel Lane
San Luis Obispo, CA 93401

805.543.9744

Vegas
continuedfrom page 12

tournament over the top. What
gives it currency among even ca
sual tans, as well as pride of place
on the sports calendar for three
weeks, is the bracket.
The people in charge at the
NCIAA spend plenty to put their
antigambling campaign on web
sites, TV and posters plastered
across campuses and arena locker
rooms.The latest is entitled,“ Don’t
bet on it,” but providiil|^ everyone
in America with a betting sheet
that begs to be filled out, conve
niently folds in half and slips eas
ily into a pocket sure seems like
a funny way to get that message
across.
Asked for comment about the
rV series dubbed “Survive and
Advance” and scheduled for the
Fox Sports Network, NC'AA
spokesman liob Williams said, “ In
terms of geographic location, the
NC’AA doesn’t have a position
one way or another. However, our
position is clear and unchanged on
college sports wagering ... we op
pose it in all forms.”
Right. But the funniest thing
about the shows — considering
the target audience — might be
the choice of the aging, fuddyduddy hosts.
Backer and Knight each devot

ed a career to building painstaking
reputations as principled, iiulependent contributors to the game.
Both are members of college bas
ketball’s I Fill of Fame.
Knight, the wmnmgest coach
in Division 1 history, is already
enshrined in the Naismith Mall
ot Fame; Backer, who broadcast
every Final Four since l ‘>75 be
fore departing from C]BS after last
season, is on the latest nominating
ballot. And neither man needs the
money.
Backer long ago made a for
tune by making deals on and off
the court, a few of w hich involved
accepting sponsorship from com
panies or working with a few of
the coaches he covered.
But he proudly described him
self as a “a walking coiiHict of in
terest” in an interview with the
(Charlotte (N.CF) Observer only
last year, adding defiantly,“ Now if
somebody could show me where
that conriict turned out to have a
negative impact on the game, then
I would be first of all embarrassed
by it and certainly make sure it
didn’t happen again.”
Ciot that?
Knight’s involvement is stranger
still . After decades of railing against
the media, he joined ESI’N at the
start of last season as an analyst
and re-upped for another season
— including NCAA tournament
duties — just this past November

ESSESSS

SLO TOWN BARBER SHOP
W ed& T hurs 7am-$pm
Tues, Fri
8:30am-Spm
Saturday
6:30am-1pm
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Sports designer: Kate Nickerson
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Clash

D

Earn $100-$200/shift. No experience necessary.
International Bartender School will be back in SLO one week only. Day/Eve.
classes. Job placement pt. time/full time openings, limited seating, call today!

l-SOO-RdMIOS

www.bai*tcndusa.la

lor a handsome fee. But dismissing
a tew scruples about working for
a rival was hardly the tough part
about signing on with Backer.
Years ago, when Knight was at
Indiana and always put the best
interests ot the game ahead of his
own, he famously railed about
betting lines published every day
in the Bloomington paper. “Why
don’t the newspapers run whores’
phone numbers?” he asked. “ Is
betting on basketball, football or
baseball less illegal than prostitu
tion?”
The best reason to watch “Sur
vive and Advance” is to see wheth
er Backer is as gt)od as his word,
or whether Knight uses the new
platform to settle a few old scores
with the NC!AA, since both otten
do their best work off the page.
We’ll have to wait until March
to find out whether Backer and
Knight are still contrarians.
What we’ve learned beyond .i
doubt is that they’re already hypo
crites.
— Jim Litkc ii a national sports
columnist for The Associated Press.
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University Housing Night! Come represent your housing
community on campus as the community with the most
representation and school spirit will win a community pizza
party and community T-shirts courtesy of Mustang Athletics!
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Contrai Coast rivals clash again
Any Cal Poly
student that
has any inkling
about what this
rivalry is about
gets pretty
motivated.
—Faith Mimnaugh
('a ! l*oly head co ach

S co tt Silvey
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The C'al Poly women’s basket
ball team and U (’ Santa Barbara
have been m a number of wars
over the last few years.
The Mustangs (9-6, 2-2 Big
West C'onference) and (lauchos

(9-6, 4-0) will get reaequainted on
Saturday at 2 p.m. in the Thunderdome.
Let the battle recommence.
“Any C'al Poly student that has
any inkling about what this rivalry
is about gets pretty motivated,”
Mustangs head coach Faith Mim
naugh said. “ We bleed green and
hopefully you’ll see a lot of green
blood.”
The teams met three times last
season including in the Big West
Tournament Semifinal, in which
U (' Santa Barbara ended the Mus
tangs season, handing them a 7737 defeat.
The (iauchos won all three
meetings last year.
“We have nothing to lose,” said
senior guard Lisa McBride. “ No
one ever expects us to win that
game and we always know that we
can do it. We go in and give every
thing we have.”
That mentality is a key to C'al
Poly’s reversal of fortune at the
Thunderdome. The Mustangs
went 23 years without a win in
Santa Barbara, a streak that was
ended in 2006.
Cial Poly has since won two
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STANDINGS Í . I 3 . U 9
TEAM

BIG WEST

UC Santa Barbara

4-0

1.000

UC Riverside

3-1

.750

7-9

.478

Pacific

2-1

.667

8-7

.533

UC Davis

2-1

.667

6-8

.429

Cal State Fullerton

2-1

.667

5-8

.385

Cal Poly

2-2

.500

9-6

.600

Cal State Northridge 0-2

.000

3-12

.200

UC Irvine

0-3

.000

3-13

.188

Long Beach State

0-4

.000

3-13

OVERALL
9-6
.600

KATE NICKERSON
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.188
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Cal Poly sophomore forward Kristina Santiago, right, looks for a shot.
Santiago leads the Big West Conference in held goal percentage.

of the last three meetings at the
Thunderdome, their lone defeat
coming in overtime last year.
Still, Mimnaugh said that the
team is more focused on the over
all outcome of the conference as
opposed to the outcome of this
game.
“CT'rtainly for us it’s a lot less
about a statement and more about
getting back into the (confer
ence) race,” Mimnaugh explained.
“We’re right in the middle of the
pack and we want to be at the top
and get some byes m the tourna
ment.”
The Mustangs have a long week
to prepare for UC' Santa Barbara,
playing only one game this week,
a fact that Mimnaugh said can be a
positive or a negative.
“The players might tell you it’s
a bad thing, Mimnaugh said. “But
we’ll have more opportunities to
work through their personnel.
We'll be practicing very hard this
week in preparation for the top
team in the conference.”
McBride sees some similari
ties between the two teams, which

could contribute to the close
games between them.
“We both are very aggressive
teams,” McBride said. “We battle
to the end, it’s never over when
we play each other. No matter
who’s up or who’s down, we can
be down by lO but we’re still go
ing to work our butts otf to beat
them.”
Mimnaugh said that rebound
ing would be the key element to
another Ckil Poly upset bid.
“When we’ve had success there
in the past, it's been because of our
offensive production on the glass
and so that’s an area of emphasis as
we’re preparing this week,” .Mim
naugh said.
The Mustangs may be aided
on glass by the absence of two of
UC' Santa Barbara's most valuable
post players in senior centers Jenna
Cireen and Kat Suderman.
Suderman, a San Luis Obispo
native who played her high school
basketball at Mission Prep, has
been hampered by injuries this
see Clash, page 11
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Madness:
Vegas Style
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Cal Pbly junior Chase Pami, center, grapples with Cal State Fullerton freshman Steven DeLaFuente. Pami won the match 10-4 to improve his over
all record to 15-6. Fullerton won the dual 28-9. For a fidi recap of the Mustangs final home dual of the year go online to www.mustangdaily.net.

Everyone has bills, but that
only begins to explain why Bob
Knight agreed to ride shotgun
for Billy Packer on what figures
to be a string of cheesy NC'AA
tournament specials being taped
at a sports book on the Las Vegas
Strip.
“Why Vegas,” Packer explained
during a stopover Monday in Sin
City, “is because Bob and I, and a
lot of people, want to really expe
rience what this is really like be
cause we do think, next to being
center court, this is the place to
be.”
Sure. Because nothing says
“ March Madness” like scantily
clad cocktail waitresses, a heaving
buffet, a wall of wide-screen TVs
and lots and lots of gambling.
Ooops. Forget that last part.
Packer promised
(;_A -.M -B -1 -1N-(I will not
be meiitioned
during any
of the five
s h o w s
that
are
p 1a 11 n e d .
But
odds
are all those
people you'll see
wandering aimlessly
in the background at the Wynn
Las Vegas ILace ¿k Sports Book
wearing dazed expressions did not
come just to soak up the ambi
ance.
Still, there’s little to be gained
being sanctimonious at this late
date. College basketball has been
rocked by point-shaving scandals
at a handful o f schools in the last
half-century, but that’s ancient
news to kids w ho consume fanta
sy sports as ferociously as the real
thing.
They’ve grown up with poker
on TV, casinos on riverboats, race
tracks or OTB parlors in most
big cities, betting pools at the of
fice, and scratch cards and lottery
machines at every gas station and
convenience store in the state. And
like it or nor. that just happens to
be the demographic every sports
network and advertiser would kill
for.
The NCAA tournament makes
for compelling watching because
every one of the 63 games are con
tested like Game 7 of the World
Series. Nearly every one ends with
a handful of players punching the
air and screaming with joy, while
another handful, shirt tails pulled
out and tears streaming down their
faces, trudges off toward the exits.
But it’s not drama, or even all
the alumni with a dog in this fight
or that one, that puts the NCAA
see Vegas, page 11

